
Multifaceted: Enterprise Mobility with One Container for 
Standard Applications  
Thanks to the multi-functionality of Cortado Corporate Server, Primagas Energie GmbH & Co. KG can now run an  
intricately programmed Acrobat Reader application in a secure sandbox environment.

For most, Acrobat Reader is just a simple 
program for viewing PDFs. Then there 
are companies like Primagas Energie 
GmbH & Co. KG in Krefeld, Germany. For 
them, the Adobe product represents 
an extremely important application be-
cause of the business-critical informa-
tion their workforce generates from it. As 
such, the Reader should have added pro-
tection. This is not simple on an iPad be-
cause you would need a mobile device 
management system that can enclose 
such standard apps inside a secure con-
tainer. Cortado Corporate Server imple-
ments this approach at the iOS operating 
system level, without requiring specially 
wrapped, individually customized apps. 

Since Cortado Corporate Server pro-
vides exactly the unique combination 
Primagas needs, they dropped their old 
MDM solution and now manage mobile 
devices solely with Cortado software. 
“We bought such a multifaceted tool in 
Cortado Corporate Server, one that gives 
us device management, mobile access 

to data, and na-
tive enclosure of 
standard apps in 
one system. The-
re are also helpful 
features like con-
verting photos to 
PDF, which saves 
us many steps” 
said Jo Walsdorff, 
IT director at Pri-
magas Energie.

Contract creation risks eliminated

There was always a small risk of data 
being compromised when Primagas 
Energie’s sales personnel filled out con-
tracts on an iPad. This is largely due to 
Acrobat Reader in which the eContract 
solution had been developed and that it 
ran as a normal, not specifically secured 
app on the mobile devices. If there were 
another corrupt app on the device, then 
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it would be possible for unauthorized 
persons to access the contract data 
through that corrupt app at any time. 
To lessen the risk of such a data leak, 
applications with content worthy of pro-
tection – email, calendar, contacts, or 
user-written programs in the Acrobat 
Reader – can be put into a secure con-
tainer. Container (or Sandbox) is what 
the secure area on the device is called 
that is encrypted separately and cannot 
be accessed by the operating system or 
other applications. 

The shortcoming of most  
MDM solutions

Beyond their core competencies of 
counting, inventorying, and blocking 
apps, etc., most MDM systems are not 
capable of enclosing standard apps in 
a secure container. Primagas Energie’s 
former solution wasn’t, but with Cortado 
the company was able to implement its 
usual contract workflows in a protected 
environment.

Proof of concept right on the phone

The solution was implemented in sum-
mer of 2015. 150 licenses for 150 users 
– primarily sales staff and engineers – 
were purchased. Primagas Energie’s 
device pool consists of 120 iPads and 

50 iPhones and will be expanded again 
shortly. “With one call, we were able to 
clarify how to transfer the Reader into 
the container. The proof of concept oc-
curred practically right on the phone,” 
said an excited Jo Walsdorff. In his opin-
ion, Cortado’s advantage in matters of 
training is that employees do not have 
to learn any new apps when working 
in the container; instead, they can use 
the ones they know. Cortado Corporate 
Server always stores a copy of the origi-
nal app in the container. There are no 
special apps like with Airwatch, for ex-
ample, making the transition to the new 
product seamless. 
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Jo Walsdorff
IT director, Primagas Energie



After the server was set up Primagas 
Energie quickly rolled Cortado Corpo-
rate Server out to the users. Most users 
were accustomed to storing their con-
tract documents directly in the Acrobat 
Reader in order to have a quick over-
view. Since the old Reader could not 
just be moved to the container, Cortado 
reinstalled it and the documents were 
then transferred to the secure container 
area.  

Improved file access – separate 
worlds merged

“These local duplicates are redundant 
because the data is all on the server 
too,” said Jo Walsdorff. No one will 
have to use this redundant storage now 
because all users have direct access 
to their data on the central network 
through the Cortado app. Until now, 
only processes based on forms were 
performed on the iPads in addition to 
contract creation, some photo docu-
mentation or generating reports. Em-
ployees accessed most of their appli-
cations and storage media using a Citrix 
environment with thin clients. Until now, 
different, isolated silos of applications 
existed within the company that have 
now been brought together by the Cor-
tado software. Access to documents 
is available from an iPad any time, any 
where.

Jo Walsdorff also enjoys Cortado Cor-
porate Server’s ability to convert photos 
to PDF. Primagas Energie employees 
often have to provide onsite photo doc-
umentation of their system installations. 
Previously employees were required to 
submit the pictures through an auto-
mated process but the pictures had to 
be manually converted from JPG to PDF 
and were then stored in the CRM sys-
tem. Cortado performs this conversion 
automatically on the iPad, submitting a 
PDF from the start – saving a step every 
time! 

ABOUT 

CORTADO MOBILE SOLUTIONS

Cortado Mobile Solutions is a wholly 
owned subsidiary of Cortado Hold-
ing AG, and is responsible for all op-
erations relating to the enterprise 
mobility solution Cortado Corporate 
Server. The unique enterprise mobil-
ity solution offers the perfect balance 
between security for the organization, 
easy manageability for the IT depart-
ment and maximum flexibility for us-
ers.

The on-premises software includes 
all the tools required for successful 
enterprise mobility; mobile device 
management, mobile application 
management and mobile content 
management, and can be fully inte-
grated into the Windows backend. IT 
administrators continue to work with 
their known systems, Active Direc-
tory groups and Windows privileges, 
and users can access network drives, 
SharePoint and intranet pages direct-
ly from their mobile devices. 

Cortado Mobile Solutions follows the 
philosophy that working natively de-
livers the highest levels of user ac-
ceptance. So Cortado’s enterprise 
mobility solution fully supports na-
tive app management and instead of 
focusing on separate storage when it 
comes to file sharing, enables a direct 
connection to the corporate network. 
The result is a significant increase in 
productivity for mobile employees, 
improved collaboration among teams 
as well as convenient management 
for the IT department.

Cortado’s enterprise mobility solu-
tion is developed and tested at its 
headquarters in Berlin, Germany. Also 
experts in offices in the United States, 
UK, Australia and Japan, highly-qual-
ified consultants at our Berlin loca-
tion as well as a trained, worldwide 
network of channel partners provide 
presence and support to local cus-
tomers throughout the world.

Cortado Corporate Server in Use

Pharmaceuticals: Thanks to the Cor-
tado Management Console, administra-
tors can instantly push e-mail accounts 
as well as Wi-Fi and VPN settings to the 
mobile devices of new research staff.

�Oversee� Branch� Offices: New smart-
phones and tablets can be procured 
locally and still be remotely set up and 
securely integrated. Cortado Corporate 
Server pushes the required business 
apps directly to the devices.

 Retail: The project manager photo-
graphs a part of a presentation for a new 
product with his smartphone camera. 
Thanks to intelligent synchronization it 
is saved immediately as an encrypted 
PDF file in the project folder and avail-
able for all other team members.

Government: Officials can work on the 
go within a secure native container. This 
includes the native e-mail app, secure 
on-premise file sharing, a secure brows-
er and much more.

Insurance: Need assessments can be 
carried out onsite with customers via an 
intranet application in a secure browser, 
and the result displayed in a customer-
friendly format on a tablet, saved as a 
PDF or printed.

IT: Thanks to managed open in and per 
app VPN, administrators can be sure 
that only secure apps are in use in their 
environment. With remote partial or full 
wipe, intervention in due time is pos-
sible in case a device is lost, stolen or 
misused.

Construction: Managers save large 
documents such as blueprints to a 
project folder via drag & drop with their 
notebook. Project teams access the lat-
est documents with their mobile devic-
es, directly on construction sites.

Executive Management: A CEO can re-
trieve the latest database reports with 
the most up-to-date numbers on the 
way to a board meeting. Test now!

A free 30 day demo version  
includes all features   

corporateserver.cortado.com

Headquarters Germany: Cortado Mobile Solutions GmbH • Alt-Moabit 91a • 10559 Berlin, Germany • Phone: +49 (0)30-39 49 31-0 • Fax: +49 (0)30-39 49 31-99 • E-Mail: info@cortado.com • corporateserver.cortado.com

USA (Colorado): Cortado, Inc. • 7600 Grandview Avenue, Suite 200 • Denver, CO 80002, USA • Phone: +1-303-487-1302 • E-Mail: info@cortado.com • corporateserver.cortado.com

Australia: Cortado Pty Ltd. • Level 20, The Zenith Centre, Tower A, 821 Pacific Highway • Chatswood, NSW 2067, Australia • Phone: +61-(0)2- 8448 2091

Japan: Cortado Japan • 20th Floor, Marunouchi Trust Tower Main, 1-8-3 Marunouchi Chiyoda-ku • Tokyo 100-0005, Japan • Phone: +81-(0)3- 5288 5380 • Fax: +81-(0)3- 5288 5381

All names and trademarks are names and trademarks of the respective manufacturer.
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